
 

QAL Community Advisory Committee  

Meeting 2 

6:00pm Thursday 24 September 2015 

ATTENDEES: 

Mike Dunstan QAL Representative 

Jeremy Hastings QAL Representative 

Grant Costello QAL Representative 

Greg Doyle QAL Representative 

Lucinda Ross QAL Representative 

Sarah Briggs QAL Representative 

Gladstone Ports Corporation Representative Gladstone Ports Corporation Representative 

Local Government Representative Government Representative 

Local Government Representative Government Representative 

School Principal School Principal 

Resident of Barney Point Resident of Barney Point 

Resident of Barney Point Resident of Barney Point 

Resident of South Gladstone Resident of South Gladstone 

Resident of South Gladstone Resident of South Gladstone 

Barney Point Community Group Representative Barney Point Community Group Representative 

APOLOGIES:  

Clive Butler QAL Representative 

Ross Greenhalgh QAL Representative 

Resident of Boyne Island Resident of Boyne Island 

School Principal School Principal 

Government Representative State Government Representative 

Resident of South Gladstone Resident of South Gladstone 

Resident of South Gladstone  Resident of South Gladstone  

Resident of South Gladstone Resident of South Gladstone 

Resident of Barney Point Resident of Barney Point 

 

 Introduction – Jeremy Hastings, Manager – Community Relations Gladstone  

 Group introductions 

 Committee expectations 

 Review Committee rules  

Actions from previous meeting 

1. Provide information on specific QAL impacts for school principals to communicate to 

staff/parents; 

2. Request for information about QAL’s emissions – odour, dust, noise, alkali and other; 

3. Provide a summary of the environmental improvement projects that have been completed 

to date; 

4. Put forward an outline of QAL’s five to ten year plan; 

5. Provide information about health studies which have been undertaken; 



 

6. Organise a bus tour of QAL; 

7. Utilise ROCS to provide proactive notifications to stakeholders. 

Tonight, we will present a PowerPoint for you on the key pieces of information that were requested 

during the last meeting, please ask questions as we go. 

Request for a general show of hands from community representatives about key impacts affecting 

them indicated that odour and alkali most common impacts and noise and dust less so but still 

prevalent. 

 

Grant Costello, Manager – Utilities presents information on QAL’s dust impact 

The key sources of dust generated by QAL are coal and alumina dust. Most of the dust emissions are 

generated when transferring alumina (between conveyors) and when loading ships. Alumina dust is 

inert so there is no impact on human health. 

In 2012 we undertook a project to improve our transfer towers which act as a bag house to capture 

the dust and prevent it from being released to atmosphere.  

Dust monitoring stations have been established around Gladstone to understand the impacts and 

then determine where in the plant the impacts are coming from. 

The next major capital injection in 2016 - the last of the major capital projects – is to install air slides 

to replace three conveyors and two transfer towers. With this technology there is no opening for the 

alumina to escape to atmosphere so dust emission will be eliminated. 

QAL has spent a significant amount of money of the past years on capital projects to reduce dust.  

 Community question – Is the monitoring station data available to the wider community?  

All data is reported to DEHP and is accessible from their website as live data. We are currently 

searching for an app, that we have seen used by other companies, which will enable live 

streaming of data.  

 Community question - Can we publish it on ROCS periodically? 

Yes we can. We will need to determine how to provide the data in a meaningful way and ensure 

that it’s not too technical. 

 Community question – Is there a station to the North-West of QAL? As when the winds 

blow that way the smell gets really bad for me.  

The stations just pick up dust (particulates) not odour. However we do also record noise levels. 

There are certain noises that we can correlate to maintenance activities on-site such as the 

“woop-woop” noise you may hear which is the hydroblasting head as it spins while removing the 

scale from tanks. The nearest dust monitoring station to Radar Hill would be the one at South 

Gladstone which is on the school grounds.  



 

 Community question – Can’t you notice the smell on-site? 

We don’t always notice the odour on-site as the convection pushes the odour up and then it is 

carried by the wind. So that’s why you may notice it when we don’t.  

We are making changes to operating practices and will stop loading when dust is created.  

 Community comment – You shouldn’t need someone like us to call you up and tell you 

when you’re creating dust. You should be able to see it for yourselves.  

 Local Government comment– In order for something to be done about it, complaints do 

need to be made to the responsible company directly. Many LNG complaints are made to 

Council instead of to the companies and we are limited in what we can do about it but the 

companies need to report this information to the State Government.  

 

Greg Doyle, Manager – Redside Operations presents information on QAL’s odour impact 

Majority of the odour is created in the digestion process due to the decomposition of organic 

materials. When we cool the slurry down and reduce the temperature a gas is produced and 

released to atmosphere.  

I’m sensing that from the group odour is the greatest concern. Therefore it is a priority for us but 

unfortunately, there is no instrument to measure odour currently.  

We capture gases released in digestion and feed them into the thermal oxidiser which acts as a 

furnace that burns the gases to reduce odour. We estimate that this technology has reduced odour 

emissions at QAL by about 40 per cent.  

The issue then is the additional 60 per cent of fugitive emissions – the challenge is capturing those 

gases and directing them to the incinerator as well.  

The other main source of odour is the red mud dam, or the residue disposal area (RDA). Layering 

occurs as the mud settles and can result in an odour being released. It’s a very strong, rotten-egg 

kind of smell but predominantly impacts the Boyne-Tannum areas rather than Gladstone due to the 

location of the RDA. When you get south-westerly the water cools and it causes this layering. Since 

the de-stratification units have been installed this has reduced and 2012 was the last odour 

complaint received related to the RDA.  

 Community question - Is there a way of getting rid of the organic matter before you put 

the bauxite into the system?  

The organic matter is not large at all. Mostly it’s microscopic so the processing to clean it would 

be immense. It is not practical or viable.  

 Community comment – The bauxite is screened in Weipa to remove larger pieces of debris. 

 Community question – Is there possibility of a release from the RDA? 

We did have to release water from the RDA during a 1 in 1000 year rain event in 2013. We did 

this under license conditions with DEHP approval. It was discharged into the Boyne River. That is 



 

the only time we’ve released water from the RDA. We have enough storage capacity for a 1 in 

100 year rain event.  

 

Grant Costello, Manager – Raw Materials presents information on QAL’s noise impact 

Continuous low impact operational noise is part of the mechanical operation of the refinery 

however, you may experience higher impact noise levels from time to time when certain activities 

are performed such as hydroblasting. 

 Community comments - I’m hearing the noise from Calcination – it became more 

noticeable when those new calciners were installed.  

 Community comment– It sounds like a vacuum cleaner. It’s a constant sound.  

 Community comment – I do hear a sound, I don’t know if it’s always QAL.  

 Community comment – There’s also a really high pitched noise that I hear.  

The Calciners are a likely source of noise as well as hydroblasting activities that we undertake on-

site. 

We’ve increased how often we check the monitoring stations and also changed the hours that we 

undertake certain activities. If the monitoring exceeds the levels we’ve defined we will stop work. 

 

Mike Dunstan, General Manager presents information on QAL’s alkali impact and the 10 June 2015 

incident 

When we have an event like we did in June, the impact is significant but this is not a common 

occurrence. This was due to a system failure.   

Although the alkali product released was decomposed, it can still etch certain surfaces such as glass 

which is where we’ve seen the greatest impact from the June event. 

A lot of work has been done to address ambient issues - not the June event, but rather the 

underlying emissions. We are continuing to identify sources of emission to be able to address these 

as well.  

On the 10 June 2015 event: the outlet of a digester blocked and the safety system cut in to vent the 

bauxite slurry to the relief tank. This should capture the material released however, on the day it 

didn’t capture all the material. We’re doing a lot of work to understand why. We’ve changed the 

safety mechanism so that the pressure drops in the digesters first, before the safety relief valves lift. 

We’ve proven this system is working. 

 Community question - Does each tank have a pressure release valve? 

Yes all tanks have a pressure release valve. 

 Community question - So in the event that any tanks blocks up it will release in the relief 

system? 



 

Yes, the issue we found was the pressure in the first tanks was too high. We’ve investigated the 

relief tank in more detail to ensure it does a more effective job in future.  

At the bottom of the relief tank, there is an opening which we are going to make bigger. Greg has 

visited our sister plant in Ireland and viewed their system. Based on what he’s seen there we will 

include the opening in the bottom of the relief tank from 500cm to 1.2m. We’ve compared our 

designs with the Irish plant and found that we need to increase the surface area and also feature 

water sprayers to clear the build-up. Monitoring emissions from the tank will also help us to know 

what is coming out.  

Unit 2 digestion train 1 is being shut down in November with subsequent units in the first half of 

2016 to replace this technology. This will not assist with odour but will significantly reduce ambient 

alkali emissions.  

It’s a situation where a bad thing has happened but we’ve learnt some really good things from it.  

 Community question – You’ve said it gives off a vapour – are there any harmful properties? 

No, the levels are extremely low – nothing like what we saw in the June event.  

 Community question – When you do have a release, how long do you have to wash it off 

before it has an impact? 

It depends, but particularly with aluminium surfaces it will be instantaneous and it doesn’t 

matter how quickly you wash it there will be some damage. 

 

Jeremy Hastings, Manager – Community Relations presents other impacts that result from QAL’s 

operations 

Occasionally we do have other impacts beyond the four key ones.  

 There were no questions specific to other impacts at this point in time. 

 

Jeremy Hastings, Manager – Community Relations explains how QAL manages community 

concerns 

When complaints are received they are directed to the shift controller so that direct action can be 

taken. This is followed up with an investigation into the issue on the current shift so it doesn’t wait 

until Monday morning when the Community Relations team return to work. 

ROCS gives me data that I can feed back into the company to demonstrate how many complaints we 

receive, what the issue is, and I can feed that back. It’s about creating a culture of change at QAL.  

 

 



 

Mike Dunstan, General Manager presents QAL’s five to ten year plan for capital works 

Previously we were honestly focusing on compliance and harm - I realised this from our first 

meeting. This is flawed thinking - if this is what we’re focusing on then we will continue to have an 

unacceptable community impact even when we are meeting regulation conditions and not harming 

health and environment.  To prevent any impact we need to apply more foresight and not wait for 

the regulator to apply conditions. This is not about harm or compliance it’s about how can we get to 

zero impact – you can’t see us, hear us, smell us and there is no harm to your property and health.  

As Cossie said, one of the key things for QAL leaders to do is to ensure our people understand that 

certain actions will result in an impact to people in the community. It is still early days but we are 

making changes, to our work practices to address this.  

Odour:  

There are some things we need to do in digestion to optimise the effectiveness of the thermal 

oxidiser. 

We are also acting on oil loss into the process – we are really good at recycling caustic but we don’t 

manage our oil as well and this is currently contributing to odour.  

 Community question – What is the likelihood of having a second thermal oxidiser for when 

the other is offline? 

The downtime is very minimal so there is really no need. It’s more about getting the most gas to 

the thermal oxidiser.  

Noise:  

QAL used to have a program where we would request low noise emitting equipment but it has fallen 

by the wayside. We intend to reintroduce this into our procurement process again. There would 

have been reasons why it stopped but I’m keen to get it happening again.  

We also need to focus on rigorous application of or noise procedure to ensure all monitoring is 

undertaken as planned.  

Dust: 

In terms of dust, we are looking to design and install covers on Calcination cyclone banks; implement 

a low dust coal process; and improve operating instructions for alumina loading.   

This is really a first cut and we’ve had to take a step back and look at the ways that we can address 

these impacts.  

Alkali: 

In terms of reducing alkali emissions, it is what we discussed earlier around the fitting entrainment 

separators, water sprays and making other modifications to the relief tank. We are also reviewing 

our entire process and previous historic events to determine if solutions are in place and are 

effective.  



 

 

Jeremy Hastings, Manager – Community Relations presents finding from previous health impact 

studies 

In 2010 there was a lot of concern around health impacts due to the cumulative impacts of industry. 

QAL commissioned a study in 2009 and the government conducted a broader study in 2011. Findings 

around elevated levels of asthma triggered some concerns but no correlation has been 

demonstrated between asthma and industry. Other health factors such as obesity are likely 

contributing factors but cannot be confirmed.  

The final finding from the QAL study was that “it was unlikely that health effects will result from 

short or long term exposures to the QAL refinery air emissions”.  

Water quality is another issue, and QAL is an active partner in the Healthy Harbour partnership as 

well. The first report card came out at the end of 2014 and the next one is due shortly. So far the 

studies have shown no health risks for the community due to water quality.  

 Local Government representative comment – The GREAN Committee is now the ongoing 

driver for the CHAG and the DEHP representative meets with committee regularly. 

Generally the information has been quite good, very proactive in reporting exceedances, 

council is receiving a deputation from DEHP around the LNG flare activity.  

 

Jeremy Hastings, Manager – Community Relations presents approaches for community 

engagement 

I’ve challenged the way we have been communicating with the community:  

1. I would like to publish minutes and actions from these meetings on the website without 

identifying members of the group; 

2. Launch a Facebook page that creates a conversation with the community – print media is 

becoming less and less relevant. We can manage the page to ensure we are having a 

genuine conversation; 

3. Monthly editorials and updates into The Gladstone Observer; 

4. Proactive notifications through ROCS; 

5. Distribute our Sustainable Development Report more broadly; 

6. Work with schools via the Alumina Learning Partnership; 

7. Produce a quarterly newsletter about QAL and what we are doing including updates on our 

projects to reduce emissions. 

 

 Community comment – I like the way GPC uses Gladstone News Weekly for their annual 

report. It’s not too wordy. I believe it has more impact than The Gladstone Observer.  

 Community comment –I think the Gladstone News Weekly does a great service and people 

read it quite widely.  

 



 

General questions and comments: 

 Community comment – I think the communication actions are quite good, even if it’s just 

short updates to keep it on people’s minds. There have been various reincarnations of this 

over the years. 

QAL comment – we could share some of our internal newsletter articles externally.  

Community comment – I think a lot of community members still feel a connection to QAL and 

would be interested in these stories. 

 Community question – I haven’t had a formal meeting with our committee but I had 

informal discussions with others about this committee and QAL’s goals. As much as I 

appreciate what you are trying to do within you capability, she asked why QAL couldn’t 

provide some trees to mitigate impacts for their community group?  

QAL will take that feedback on and come back to you with a response at the next meeting. 

This is something we could definitely consider. 

 QAL and GPC Comment - GPC to present on possible land-based options for channel 

duplication dredge spoil at next QAL Community Advisory Committee Meeting.  

 Community comment – Smoke from burning off, we understand the need for fuel reduction 

but this needs to be better managed.  

QAL comment – it is on our list despite it not being in the presentation. 

 Government comment – I like this chain of thought to move from harm and compliance to 

addressing impacts in all shapes. I would like to take this when I talk to other players.  

QAL Comment – the comment from a stakeholder saying that he couldn’t have a BBQ 

because the smell is so bad – that’s really not good enough. 

 Community comment – is there an event in Gladstone where all industry players can have 

a stall and community members can find out about each company and what they do for 

the community. I feel like it’s all about LNG right now and would like to see more focus on 

the future of Gladstone. Like a farming expo but for industry.  

QAL comment – to take as an action to the GILG board (Cement Australia, GPC, Orica, NRG, 

Rio Tinto and QAL).  

QAL comment –when construction stops the contribution of LNG will decrease significantly 

and they will employ collectively maybe 50% of the number that QAL employs. 

QAL comment – re-run advertisement to promote the contribution of Rio Tinto and QAL in 

Gladstone. 

 Community comment – it sounds like QAL is pretty fair dinkum about addressing these 

impacts and making changes and I appreciate that.  

QAL comment – at the end of the day you have to judge us on our performance. 

Actions 

1. Application – Lucinda  

2. Live data – Lucinda  

3. Calcination – Mike 

4. Buy quiet – Mike (Peter Odgers to present at next meeting) 

5. Table industry event at next GILG – Mike  

6. Burn off strategy – Mike Simons (to present at next meeting) 

7. Trees for scouts – Jeremy 



 

8. Gladstone news – Lucinda  

9. GPC and Cossie to follow up on GPC coal dust monitoring. 

10. Present on dredge spoil – GPC and Mike 

11. Committee meeting minutes and presentations to be uploaded to QAL website. 

Next meeting TBC (26 November 2015) 

Meeting closed 7:45pm  

 


